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WHO WE ARE
Dedicated, passionate and totally customer focused we specialise in
supplying street furniture and infrastructural products.
Our 2018 portfolio offers you a wide choice of innovative designs,
manufactured from premium materials, value for money with a practical
knowledge accumulated from over twenty years of supplying traffic
products to both local authorities and the private sector.
Based in the historic town of Kells, County Meath and within easy access
to the national road network we are committed to delivering excellent
customer service and great value.

what we offer
locking ground sleeves- pages 1 - 2.
flexible traffic signs- page 3.
traffic delineator’s- page 4.
traffic / splitter islands- pages 5 - 6.
kerbs- pages 7 - 8.
speed cushions- pages 9 - 10.
vehicle stoppers- page 11.
cycle lane products- pages 12,13,14,15
pedestrian guard railing- page 16.
traffic controller and telecommunication cabinet bases- page 17
telecommunications cabinets abd bases- page 18
passive safe electrical disconnections- pages 19-20.
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cast iron locking ground sleeves
Budgets, Budgets, Budgets maintaining our
infrastructure, can be a headache with so many
variables to consider ie traffic management,
labour, supplies, underground cables
and the safe disposal of waste.

Replacing a damaged piece of
infrastructure using a Cast Iron
locking ground sleeves simple.

Typical issue’s facing engineers today

These costs are repeated for each knock
down that occurs.

2

With our Cast Iron Locking Sleeves none of
the above costs applies. It only takes a few
minutes to replace a damaged item of
infrastructure such as a signpost .

Removing damaged
post.

Damaged post
removed.

Installing new post.

Locking new post
into position.

1
3

Locking ground sleeves installed in a concrete
foundation withstand repeated knock downs
providing a cost effective method for installing
items of infrastructure such as signposts.

1. Digging out signposts.
2. Concrete to dispose off.
3. Knocked down signposts.

Posts can be replaced quickly and easily
with no disruption to the public even in
bad weather, in fact quicker than it would
take to set up traffic management.

1

Galvanised Tension Nut

New post installed.

Cast Iron Locking
Sleeves are a simple
economic system to
operate offering
savings from day
one.

2

Compression ring

Replace plug if post
is unavailable.

Range available:Ref No
3
4

5

Cast iron body
Integrated vertical
alignment

Drainage

CI 003
CI 004
CI 005
CI 006
CI 007
CI 008
CI 009

Dia
60.00 mm
60.00 mm
76.00 mm
76.00 mm
89.00 mm
89.00 mm
114.00 mm

Depth
300 mm
500 mm
300 mm
500 mm
300 mm
500 mm
500 mm
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Case studies
Directional signs:- Armagh City, Northern Ireland.

Wide load application:- Donegal, Ireland.

89mm Cast Iron Locking Ground Sleeves were installed prior to the
manufacture and delivery of the chosen Directional Signposts for
Armagh City. This ensured that the civil’s contract was not delayed,
enabling all ground works to be completed on time.

76mm Cast Iron Locking Ground Sleeves were installed on this busy
roundabout to enable several convoy’s of wide loads carrying Wind
Turbine shafts and propellers through this junction. The installation
of the sleeves enabled traffic signposts to be removed in a matter
of minutes allowing for the easy manoeuvring of the trucks through
the roundabout.

1

4

2

5

1. Re m o v e p e d e s t r i a n c a p from pre installed sleeve.
2. Install directional signpost.
3

3. Securely lock signpost in position.
4. Assemble fingers onto post and align to correct position.
5. Directional signpost installed in minutes.

Available sizes:Post diameters from 60mm to 114mm in depths of
300mm and 500mm deeper size available upon request.
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flexible signs
The SPS 2Twenty flexible signs l o w p r o f i l e r u b b e r
b a s e d e l i v e r s unparalleled levels of vandal and impact

Our SPS 3Sixty flexible bollard
signs have internally moulded
struts to ensure that the bollard
shell does not compress which
means no cracking or creasing
of the rigid reflective material.
Single sided or double sided
Available in Black or White with
your choice of graphics.

resistance, no springs or mechanical parts that can lead

to premature failures.
Impact resistant from any direction,

Impact tested to
EN12767-2007.

Recessed graphics,
100% recyclable.
Ideal for cycle lanes, car parks, hospitals, airports

single sided

Reinforced body shell to
support reflective panels

train stations, supermarkets, in fact anywhere that
needs distinctive and stylish delineation.

All graphics recessed with
side reflectors
No springs or mechanical parts
double sided

Available in Black, White and Blue with your
choice of graphics

Anchor Systems

225mm
84mm

370mm

Large conversion lid
891mm

960mm

Cradle

3

225mm

691mm

370mm

62mm

150mm
dia

options available for graphics
REF-

3SIXTY

2TWENTY
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delineator’s and flexible posts
Our Boomerang flexible posts
are a two piece construction
consisting of a HDPE post with
rebounable base fastened by
two zinc plated hex bolts and
nyloc nuts.

Our delineator posts are ideal for
work areas, car parks, cycle lanes
and traffic islands

Colours available:
Fluorescent Orange, Yellow, White
and Black.

Repo posts are supplied with a low profile ABS plastic base,
two 80mm White high intensity reflective bands providing
360 degree visibility and galvanised fixing bolts.

Post: HDPE , UV stabilised, 100%
Recycled Content.

Economical and cost effective surface mounted

delineator, galvanised concrete fixings supplied.

Base Specially formulated Polymer
made from 100% Recycled Content.

All sheeting is ASTM 4956 compliant.

Post heights available:450mm, 600mm, 750mm, 910mm
and 1200mm.

UV stabilized colour is made from 100% recycled material.
Durable low profile black ABS plastic base.
Colours available:- Yellow, Orange, White or Black with Black Base.

80mm
80mm

60mm

80mm

Low profile ABS plastic
base with pins
450mm/
600mm/
750mm/
910mm/
1200mm

920mm

450mm/
600mm/
750mm/
910mm/
1200mm

1055mm

BD 04

205mm

REF- RP 01

215mm

BD 03
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traffic / splitter islands

BOLT

HARD

QUICK

MANUAL

BEST

NO

RECYCLED

DOWN

WEARING

INSTALLATION

HANDLING

VALUE

EXCAVATION

MATERIAL

Complete System

Manually handled with no infill required and relocatable.

Easy Installation

Installed in less than one hour reducing risk to operatives.

Minimum Disruption To users and the public.
Surface mounted

Bolt down with no excavation required and no spoil to
remove.

Environment

Recycled product.

RediPave Splitter Modules
module
(mm)

RediPave traffic islands have been proven in a series of kerb strike tests

1. Centre
2. End

height
(mm)

length
(mm)

width
(mm)

125
125

500
250

500
500

weight
(kg)
21.7
14.0

at the Jaguar Landrover, Gaydon test centre. These test, which included
impact at 30 mph, impact under heavy breaking, scuffing along side the
side and scrubbing along the top surface, demonstrated not the strength
of the products but also the energy absorption which minimises any
potential damage to the side walls of a tyre that can lead to a puncture.

RediPave refuge Island Modules
module
(mm)
3. Edge
4. Centre
5. Corner
6. Radius
7. Quadrant
8. L/R Side

height
(mm)

length
(mm)

width
(mm)

125
125
125
125
125
125

500
250
500
250
400
600

500
500
500
500
700
500

weight
(kg)
21.7
21.5
21.9
14.0
14.0
16.0
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traffic / splitter islands

BOLT

HARD

QUICK

MANUAL

BEST

NO

RECYCLED

DOWN

WEARING

INSTALLATION

HANDLING

VALUE

EXCAVATION

MATERIAL

REDIPAVE SiGN FIXING KIT

The Jislon Splitter Island offers a natural effect of block paving
with anchors pre-moulded into the island sections for quick and
easy installation of the NS Jislon Pole cone (80mm &

130mm

diameters).

Installation
Loose lay RediPave modules. Drill 14mm
hole to depthof 270mm from the module
surface into the carriageway.
Blow out holes and inserty resin. Secure
with Ancor Block or washer, stainless steel
screw and RediPlug.

Installing these islands allows for a permanent or temporary solution
to the more traditional materials.
Available in colour Black or Granite with or without white markings
which are moulded in at time of manufacture.
RediPave Refuge Island

module
(mm)
J 600

length
(mm)

width
(mm)

height
(mm)

weight
(kg)

900

600

128

42

12
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surface kerbing

BOLT

HARD

QUICK

MANUAL

BEST

NO

RECYCLED

DOWN

WEARING

INSTALLATION

HANDLING

VALUE

EXCAVATION

MATERIAL

Redikerb is a comprehensive range of surface kerbing in both

Harlow Kerb

half battered (HB) and splayed face (SP) profiles. Kerbs are
available in one metre lengths with matching corner units.
As standard Redikerb is colour Black with White markings,
available also in Grey, Granite or Red with the option of no
markings.
Redikerb is flexible and can be formed in a curve with

RediKerb HB

minimum radius 4M(SP)and 6m (HB). we offer a non-flexible
Harlow Kerb with (HB) profile.

RediKerb SP

.
.

.

Harlow Kerb
sizes
(mm)
914

RediKerb Kerbs

height
(mm)

width
(mm)

150

150

fixings
3

weight
(kg)
19

RediKerb Corner Units

sizes
(mm)

height
(mm)

width
(mm)

1000

125

125

fixings
4

weight
(kg)

11.5/10.5

angle
height
(degree) (mm)

radius
(mm)

fixings

weight
(kg)

45

125

250

1

2.3/2.0

90

125

250

2

4.5/3.9

135

125

250

2

6.7/5.8

180

125

250

2

8.9/7.7
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j 600 satellite
surface
kerbing
island
Traficop Speed Cushions Modules

case study

BOLT

HARD

QUICK

MANUAL

BEST

NO

RECYCLED

DOWN

WEARING

INSTALLATION

HANDLING

VALUE

EXCAVATION

MATERIAL

Traficop Speed Cushions Modules
Project:-Kidderminster roundabout.
Product:- Rediweld kerb.
Client:- Worcestershire County Council.
Traditional methods of using granite kerbs to form the roundabout had
been questioned by Worcestershire County Council after HGV’s had clipped
the island and left debris on the carriageway which was affecting
vulnerable road users such as cyclists. That was when Rediweld were
approached and suggested the use of their RediKerb.
Over night installation was fast and easy without the need for heavy
lifting equipment and lengthy lane closures. 18 months on and the
kerbs are still in good condition.

Before and after images of Kidderminster roundabout

10
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speed cushions

BOLT

HARD

QUICK

MANUAL

BEST

NO

RECYCLED

DOWN

WEARING

INSTALLATION

HANDLING

VALUE

EXCAVATION

MATERIAL

Traffcop speed cushions by Rediweld offer the ultimate in design versatility
with its preformed construction providing consistent profiles and dimensions.
Speed cushions remain a most effective method of reducing vehicle speeds
and so reducing accidents. However to address the needs of different road
users (residents, pedestrians, emergency services, bus operators, cyclists etc.)
requires engineered solutions. Drawing on many years of experience, Rediweld
has developed its cushions so that they meet the highways engineers exact
specification.

Proven

Patented design with 30,000 supplied world wide.

Consistent

Preformed construction for consistent profile with fine
leading edge that conforms with road camber.

Convenient

Quick and easy to install and can be immediately trafficked.

Durable

High visibility markings, steel reinforcing and stainless steel
fixings. If damaged, modules can be replaced.

Versatile

Design allowing different widths, lengths and heights.

Surface Mounted

No excavation or adhesive means no spoil and relocatable.

Environment

Recycled product.
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speed cushions
Traficop Speed Cushions Modules
module
(mm)
Ramp 300
Ramp 400
Inter 300
Inter 400
Corner LH/RH
Side

length
(mm)
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

HARD

QUICK

MANUAL

BEST

NO

RECYCLED

WEARING

INSTALLATION

HANDLING

VALUE

EXCAVATION

MATERIAL

Traficop Speed Cushions Modules

65mm high
width
weight
(mm)
(kg)
300
400
300
400
400
400

BOLT
DOWN

17.0
23.0
23.0
29.0
16.0
19.0

75mm high
width
weight
(mm)
(kg)
300
400
300
400
350
350

19.0
26.0
26.0
34.0
15.0
18.0

height
(mm)

gradient

length
(m)

width
(m)

65

1 in 10 ramp
1 in 5 side

2.0
3.0
4.0

1.6
1.7
1.8

75

1 in 10 ramp
1 in 4 side

2.0
3.0
4.0

1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
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wheel stoppers

BOLT

HARD

QUICK

MANUAL

BEST

NO

RECYCLED

DOWN

WEARING

INSTALLATION

HANDLING

VALUE

EXCAVATION

MATERIAL

Vehicle stoppers are an effective way of protecting
walkways, buildings and equipment. We offer three
types of Vehicle Stoppers. The 80mm high CarStop
is ideal for carparks. The new 115mm high CoachStop
suits lower, larger vehicles likes Coaches, Buses
and for HGV’s we offer the 150mm high TruckStop.
All products are designed to prevent vehicle trapping.

Easy Installation

Quick and easy to install and can be swiftly
relocated.

Safety Profile

Asymmetric profile for maximum resistance without
wheel trapping.

High Visibility

Yellow markings moulded into product.

Environment

Recycled product.

Technical information
section

length
(mm)

width
(mm)

height
(mm)

fixings

weight
(kg)

CarStop

1000

140

80

3

7.0

CoachStop

1000

220

115

5

15.0

TruckStop

1000

300

150

5

25.0
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greenwich wand orca

BOLT

HARD

QUICK

MANUAL

BEST

NO

RECYCLED

DOWN

WEARING

INSTALLATION

HANDLING

VALUE

EXCAVATION

MATERIAL

The Greenwich Wand Orca with its reflective TSRGD markings
combines with vertical Jislon Poles to offer a ideal solution for
cycle segregation over long distances where vehicles speeds
maybe high.

The Wand Orca also offers a rubber bung with a reflective glass
dome which can be used instead of the Jislon Pole Cone. Spacings
for the Wand Orcas will depend on location and application but
typically 10m to 25m. However they can be spread to allow for
cleaning vehicles to access the cycle lane, but typically 10m to 25m.

Jislon Pole Cones are available in 800mm high or 1000mm heights,
colour Black with TSRGD reflective banding and offer a NSE fixing
for quick installation.

Technical information
section

length
(mm)

End

750

175

80

7.0

1000

175

80

10.5

Middle

width
(mm)

height
(mm)

weight
(kg)

Colour Black/ White , Red, Grey or Granite Grey.
Fixings three per end on end sections and four
per middle sections.

Lesson St, Dublin
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orca cycle lane separator

BOLT

HARD

QUICK

MANUAL

BEST

NO

RECYCLED

DOWN

WEARING

INSTALLATION

HANDLING

VALUE

EXCAVATION

MATERIAL

Designed to provide light segregation for cyclists as a stand alone product. The Orca
should be placed within the cycle lane and positioned up to the white marking which
highlights the edge of the carriageway.
The Orca is classed as a kerb and must not sit on the line otherwise this will conflict
with current TSRGD guidelines.
Typical spacings are from 2.5 mtrs up to 10 mtrs depending on the application and
location. A key feature is that the Orca products are made from recycled rubber, which
is durable and will absorb energy on impact without cracking or fracturing, unlike some
alternative materials which might cause a puncture on a vehicle or cycle tyre.
The Orca has a HB kerb face for vehicles and a “cycle friendly” concave profile to
protect cyclists.

Technical information
length
(mm)

width
(mm)

height
(mm)

920

200

100

weight
(kg)
6.5

Available with a Zig Zag or Tip Toe white markings.
Colour Black, red, Grey and Granite Grey.
Four Unique Rediweld fixing system.
o

15.00

R15

o

R50

15.00
16

R15
R2

Lesson St, Dublin

58.09

95.51
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kerb orca cycle segregation

BOLT

HARD

QUICK

MANUAL

BEST

NO

RECYCLED

DOWN

WEARING

INSTALLATION

HANDLING

VALUE

EXCAVATION

MATERIAL

The Kerb Orca provides a horizontal measure 100mm high
and has a unique design with a SP (Splayed Face) for the
cycle side and a HB (Half Battered) profile for the vehicle
side.
This provides a clear delineation with cyclist and the traffic
along a cycle lane and can be adjusted in length to
suit the location.
Manufactured from recycled rubber, provides a tough and
durable product, while safer on impact,thereby reducing
risk of injury.

Benefits:Re-locatable

Future proof against any changes in
the road layout.

Markings

High visibility markings.

Fixings

Unique fixing with Stainless Steel Coach
screw, washer and super tough nylon plug,
make for a durable cost effective product.
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milestone

BOLT

HARD

QUICK

MANUAL

BEST

NO

RECYCLED

DOWN

WEARING

INSTALLATION

HANDLING

VALUE

EXCAVATION

MATERIAL

Jislon Milestone 250mm wide

The Milestone manufactured from recycled rubber offers a
natural effect block paving splitter island. Surfaced fixed for
quick and easy installation can be sited permanent or temporary.
Suitable for use with the Jislon Passive Safe Pole Cone 80mm dia
or 130mm dia.
For extra visibility the Milestone comes with a reflective light
dome at either end and with the option of one in the middle.
Available as two end modules positioned back to back to create
an island measuring 250mm wide x 1000mm long x 80mm high,
or supplied as a continual straight line with the option of
additional light domes or Jislon Pole Cones.

15
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pedestrian guard rail
Designer Dr Doug Stewart transformed pedestrian safety by inventing Visirail in 1977.
Because of its offset bars, pedestrians could for the first time see and be seen clearly
through guardrails.
This design became the most widely used, giving remarkable accident savings and gaining
several design awards.
After 30 years of evolution, however, the original design has been superseded by
VISIFLEX with the aim of largely eliminating pedestrian accidents, especially for children.

With Just two bolts per panel, it can be erected
by one person.
No risk of using the wrong style of panel.

Special corner posts are no longer needed
due to 90 degree movement.
Direction of visibility may be changed by inverting panel.

Repair of damaged panels is easy and rapid,
Excavation is seldom needed because stub post.
Galvanised to BS EN 1461:1994.
Exceeds Loading the of BS7818 pedestrian
restraint systems in metal.

STUB POSTS
for damage resistance
and ease of repair.

PIVOT JOINTS
for neatness, strength
and versatility.

CANTILEVER
PANELS
for transparency.

.
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traffic controller cabinet bases

(including temporary or conversion)

advantages of a NAL controller cabinet base.

Flexible system which enables installation in the
most difficult & congested site.
Eliminates risk of condensation without the need
for carcinogenic base seal.

The system consists of:A Stainless steel plinth, with
stainless steel gland tray
TM
mounted onto a STAKKA
structural access chamber.

Eliminates risk of rodent infestation.
Eliminates risk of underground gas build ups.
Allows additional or replacement cables to be
installed at a fraction of the cost.
Reduces the risk of cable theft during installation.

NAL also manufactured bases to suit temporary site
installations. For this application a heavy gauge steel
access chamber is incorporated into the plinth ensuring
the free standing unit is stable when installed on site.

Separation of Civils and Electrical installation
contracts.
Reduces the need for Access Chambers in front of
Cabinets.
Reduces the risk of flooding to Control Cabinets.
Improved working height for electrical
maintenance engineers.

Our NAL Controller Cabinet Base have been designed to
simplify the installation, upgrading and replacement of all
types of Electrical Highway Control Cabinets.
The system offers a fully ventilated base unit which
facilitates the connection of underground duct and cables
into any type of electrical cabinet without the need for
hazardous base seal.
It also simplifies the process of adding or replacing cables
to cabinets.

These conversion bases are designed to allow for the
installation of cabinets onto non matching cabinet stools
thereby eliminating the need to excavate the existing
stool.
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telecommunications cabinets and bases
Our MCX Cabinet Base is a patented system designed
to simplify the installation, upgrading and replacement
of all type of Motorway Communication Cabinets.
Our system offers a fully ventilated base unit to the
cabinets and facilitates the connection of underground
duct and cables whilst removing the requirement for pea
gravel and hazardous base seal.
The system removes many of the installation hazards
and problems associated with the traditional 610 or
609 plinth.
Cabling of cabinets is simple while allowing for future
changes.

advantages of a NAL MCX cabinet base.
Lightweight - two persons lift, eliminating
all mechanical lifting requirements
Eliminates the need to cast plinths on site
No requirements for carcinogenic base seal
and pea gravel
Enables 16no x 110mm duct entries
Straight duct connections so there is no risk
of cable snagging
No need for duct bungs
IP68 glands used with all incoming cables
No requirement to position or bend ducts in
line with equipment within cabinet.

Our MCX HADECS approved Cabinets are
manufactured from stainless steel, suitable for
installing on the NAL MCX base units.
Polyester powder coated Grey finish with
three point locking mechanism.

Reduces plinth installation time by 50%
Simplifies the method of cabling cabinets
Improved working height for installation and
maintenance engineers
Allows future cables to be added simply, without
the need to disconnect the cabinet, or remove
base seal
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passive safe electrical disconnection

systems

Traficop Speed Cushions Modules
Passive safe products promote safe roadsides, thereby greatly reducing the risk of

benefits of a NAL electrical disconnection systems

serious injury to casulties and first responders of roadside accidents.
Flexible system which enables installation in the most
difficult & congested site.
The use of more forgiving illuminated columns means that the risk of fire or personal
harm may increase upon impact due to electircal cables shearing and possibly coming
into contact with a damaged fuel tank or exposed wiring.

Eliminates risk of condensation without the need for
carcinogenic base seal.
Eliminates risk of rodent infestation.

To eliminate this risk NAL have designed tested and supplied electrical disconnection

Eliminates risk of underground gas build ups.

systems throughout the UK road network.

Allows additional or replacement cables to be installed
at a fraction of the cost.

With the NAL electrical disconnection sysytems installed, all passive safe roadside

Reduces the risk of cable theft during installation.

structures such as lighting columns, illuminated traffic and information signs, can

Separation of Civils and Electrical installation contracts.

be electrically isolated within 0.2 seconds of impact by a vehicle, all systems are

Reduces the need for Access Chambers in front of Cabinets.

fully compliant with EN 12767:2007.

Reduces the risk of flooding to Control Cabinets.
Improved working height for electrical maintenance engineers.
UNDERGROUND SYSTEMS have the same benefits as above plus:Suitable for use with 6 – 25mm SWA cable.
IP67 Enclosure with clear front casing.
Located on removable shelf within 40 tonne STAKKAbox™
Access Chamber.
IP68 in-line plug and socket system.
Optional water detection cut-off.
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All systems are fully compliant with EN12767:2007

sis mini
SIS Mini is designed specifically for single isolation of
individual illuminated posts or columns. Each pole is fitted
with a small sensor that, in the event of impact,
communicates with the monitor board triggering complete
LV and ELV isolation within 0.2 seconds.
The Solo monitor board is pre-fitted inside a small IP67
enclosure and installed within a non-passively safe structure
or mini pillar supplying power to the passive post or column.
The system is fully compliant with EN12767:2007 and can
be used with any type of
passively safe column.

sis pillar
The SIS Pillar is designed for lighting columns
and illuminated sign structures.
Each column or structure is fitted with a small
sensor which in the event of an impact
communicates with the monitor board (housed
within a standard street lighting cabinet)
triggering complete LV and ELV isolation
within 0.2 seconds.

sis underground and
sis multi underground
The SIS Underground is designed specifically
for the isolation of individual illuminated
columns. Each pole or column is fitted with
a small sensor that, in the event of impact,
communicates with the monitor board
triggering complete LV and ELV isolation
within 0.2 seconds.
This unit is housed within an IP67 enclosure
and located on an equipment shelf inside
an underground STAKKAbox™Access
Chamber,near to the column it is protecting.
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